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The Markov algorithm [1, 2] can be used as a language parser and as means for 
defining languages [2-5]. This work is concerned with the amount of computing time 
which the algorithm requires. Computing time is measured by the number of com- 
parisons between the rules of the grammar and the input string. A modification is 
introduced into the algorithm which reduces the computation time. It is proved that 
under certain conditions imposed on the rules of the grammar the computing time 
required by the modified algorithm is bounded linearly by the length of the input 
string. One set of such conditions requires that each application of a grammar ule 
reduces the length of the input string. Another set requires that each application does 
not increase the length of the input string and that the graph associated with the rules 
of the grammar satisfies certain restrictions. 
INTRODUCTION 
Several works [2-5] have recently used algorithms derived from the Markov 
Algorithm (MAp [1, 2] as language parsers and in methods for the syntactic definition 
of computer languages. 
Markov Algorithms have several interesting properties which make their use 
attractive. First, the MA is a general computing scheme; it can do whatever other 
computing schemes can do, and thus it is very powerful. It is equivalent, for example, 
to the Turing Machine. Second, when one defines a language using the MA, one has to 
write a list of rules which look quite similar to BNF rules. However, contrarily to BNF 
rules, to any set of the MA rules there corresponds a unique parser. Third, we have 
written such MA definitions for a subset of Algol 60 and for a language for handling 
graphs [5]. Our experience indicates that writing MA rules is fairly simple and in many 
cases it is even straightforward. 
From these properties tems the use of the MA in extensible languages and this use 
is the main reason for our own interest in the algorithm. 
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It seems, however, that the MA might be slow as a computing scheme and a very 
slow parser because of the large number of comparisons between the grammar rules 
and the input string. The present work is concerned with this problem. The work 
measures computing time by the number of comparisons between the grammar rules 
and the given input string. The work presents asimple modification to the MA which 
reduces the computing time. It is shown that, under certain conditions which are 
sufficient for termination, the computing time is linearly bounded by n, where n is the 
length of the input string. 
In the following sections we first present he MA and define the measure of 
computing time. Next, we introduce the modification to the MA and finally we prove 
a number of theorems which bound the computing time for rules which satisfy two 
sets of conditions. 
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
We assume the existence of a nonempty finite set of symbols called the alphabet. 
A word of a string is any finite sequence of symbols of the alphabet. The empty 
sequence of symbols is called the empty word, or empty string, and is denoted by A. 
Symbols are denoted by upper case characters and strings by lower case characters; 
pq denotes the concatenation of the strings p and q. We say that the string t occurs 
in the string q if there exist strings u and v, possibly empty, such that q = utv. 
A rule is an expression of the form 
p- - *q  or p -* .  q; 
the arrow and the dot are not part of the alphabet. The expression 
p -+(.) q 
denotes p --~ q or p -+. q. 
A grammar is a finite ordered list of rules 
p~-~(.) q~, where i = 1, 2 ..... I. 
We say that a rule i has a higher priority than a rule j if i < j. 
Given any string s (called the input string), a grammar defines the following 
algorithm: 
Step 1 : 
Step 2: 
Set i = 1. 
Consider the i-th rule in the grammar and find the left most occurrence 
of p~ in s; if no such occurrence is found, then go to step 4. 
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Step 3: 
Step 4: 
An occurrence has been found. Replace it by qi ; if the i-th rule contains 
a dot, terminate; otherwise, go to step 1. 
Set i = i + 1. If i > I, then terminate; otherwise go to step 2. 
The following notations are also used in the sequel: 
The length of a string p, l(p), is the number of symbols in p. 
/max of a grammar is defined as the maximum length of any string in the rules of 
the grammar. 
We measure computing time, C, by the number of comparisons which the MA 
makes between the input string s and the grammar rules, e.g., let the i-th rule, Pi --+ qi, 
have l(pi) symbols on its left side and assume that this rule is applied to an input 
string s of length n. 
The rule is compared with s symbol after symbol; first, the rightmost symbol of 
Pi is compared with the first symbol of s--this is the first comparison; ext, the right- 
most symbol of the rule is compared with the second symbol of s and the next to the 
rightmost symbol of the rule is compared with the first symbol of s. This is the second 
comparison, etc. If no occurrence of the rule is found in s the number of comparisons 
is n. 
Note that the number of comparisons of symbols could be taken as a measure of 
computing time. This yields computing time of 1 and 2 for the first and second 
comparisons of the above paragraph and a bound of nl(pi) ~ n/max for the computing 
time when no occurence of the rule is found. Bounds given by the theorems below 
have to be multiplied by/max to obtain bounds on the number of symbol comparisons. 
MODIFICATION OF THE MA 
We associate two markers with each rule of the grammar: a left marker and a right 
marker. The markers are indexed by the rule number. Thus for the Lth rule we have 
the i-th left marker and the i-th right marker. We also associate a (I + 1) left marker 
with the beginning of the string and a (I + 1) right marker with the end of the string. 
Markers are used to define substrings of the input strings. A marker can be placed 
at the beginning of the string (left of the leftmost symbol) at the end of the string 
(right of the rightmost symbol) or between any two symbols of the string. Although 
placed in the string, markers are not symbols and when a string is compared with a rule 
only the string symbols are compared. 
Before defining the modified algorithm consider the following example: Assume 
that the i-th rule has just been applied to the input string s. We place two markers, one 
at the left and one at the right of the string qi which has just replaced the occurrence 
of Pi in s (see Fig. 1). These markers are, respectively, the i-th left marker and the 
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FIG. 1. Left and Right markers. 
ioth right marker. After the i-th rule has been applied, the algorithm has to start 
comparing the first rule of the grammar, starting from the leftmost symbol of s. It is 
clear, however, that it is sufficient o start the comparison of the first rule from the 
position where only the rightmost symbol of Pl is to the right of the i-th left marker 
and, if i > 1 and no occurenee of Pl has been found in the original string, one can 
stop when only the leftmost symbol of Pl is to the left of the Lth right marker (Fig. 2). 
L ( )  R~ 
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i I I [ 
I I I I i t 
firsl position lost position 
FIo. 2. First and last position of the j-th rule when j < i and no occurrence of p~ is found 
between the markers. 
This simple idea is the basic idea underlying the modified algorithm: Lmarkers 
are used to delimit those parts of s which were already scanned by rules whose index 
is smaller than i and thus rescanning is eliminated. 
Assume we proceed in this fashion and thej-th rule, j < i, is applied. We introduce 
now the j-th left and right markers. The i-th markers are unaffected if the j-th rule is 
left applied between the/-markers. If thej-th left marker is to the left of, or occupies the 
same position as the i-th marker, then the i-th left marker is moved to the position of the 
j-th left marker and thej-th left marker is erased. If thej-th right marker is to the right 
of or occupies the same position as the i-th right marker, then the i-th right marker is 
moved to the position of the j-th right marker and the j-th right marker is erased. 
Consider now once more the situation where the i-th rule has just been applied. 
But now assume that no occurrence of pj has been found forj  < i and the turn of the 
i-th rule comes again. This rule starts from the position of the i-th left marker. Now 
in this case the left /-marker has no other use than to start the scan and the right 
/-marker has no use at all. Thus both/-markers are erased immediately after the scan 
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is started and the scan proceeds as if these markers were never present in the string. 
Therefore, when the turn of the j-th rule, j > i, comes, no marker of index lower 
than j is found in the string and the scan for this rule starts from the 1 4- 1st left 
marker--the beginning of the string. 
We consider markers to be implemented as entries in two stacks: a left stack LS 
for left markers and a right stack RS for right markers. Each entry consists of the index 
of the marker and a pointer to a position in the input string. We say that the marker 
is at a certain position when the pointer points to that position. 
THE MARKED MARKOV ALGORITHM 
Initial conditions: aI + 1st left marker is at the beginning of the input string and is 
stored in the left stack LS; a I q- 1st right marker is at the end of the string and is 
stored in the right stack RS. No other markers are present. 
Step 1: Set i =- 1. 
Step 2: The starting point for scanning is defined by the marker on top of the 
stack LS. 
If  the index of the marker on top of LS is equal to i, then pop LS. 
If  the index of the marker on top of RS is equal to i, then pop RS. 
Step 3: Scan the string looking for the left-most occurence of Pi 9 The scanning 
starts from the starting point defined in step 2 to the position pointed to by 
the marker on the top of RS. If  no occurrence of Pi is found, then go to 
step 5, otherwise proceed. 
Step 4: An occurrence of Pi has been found. 
Set LM to the index which is the maximum value of the set consisting 
of the index i and all the indices of the left markers which point to 
positions within the occurrence of Pi- Set RM to the index which is 
the maximum value of the set consisting of the index i and all the indices 
of the right markers which point to positions within the occurrence of p , .  
Pop the stacks LS and RS to remove all the markers which point to 
positions within the occurrence of Pi 9 Replace p~ by qi and push into LS 
a marker of index LM pointing to the left of qi and into RS a marker of 
index RM pointing to the right of qi 9 
If the i-th rule is dotted, then terminate- otherwise go to step 1. 
Step 5: Set i = i 4- 1; if i > I then terminate, otherwise go to step 2. 
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PROPERTIES OF THE MARKED MA 
By a replacement we mean the execution of step 4 of the algorithm, i.e., the actual 
replacement of pi by qi together with the proper adjustment of the markers. 
THEOREM I. Given are a grammar and an input string. We consider the algorithm at 
any instant of time at which it has just performed a replacement. The total number of 
comparisons done up to that instant C is bounded by 
C <~ 3lmaxlK + In 
where K is the number of replacements effected up to this instant, n is the length of the 
original input string and /max is the maximum length of any string appearing in the 
grammar. 
Proof. For the purpose of calculating a bound it can be assumed without loss 
of generality, that the grammar does not contain dotted rules; such rules might force 
the algorithm to terminate faster; they would thus only improve its performance. 
We summarize the replacement history after K replacements by the diagram of 
Fig. 3. The abscissa x is the replacement umber, i.e., x = 1 corresponds to the first 
T 7 u0ch00  / 
~ V / ~ / down chain 
0> 7 u,<"o'~ I " ,  / 
~=5~-J_., I y..x , i  
O'o"" ,  . . . .  ,o . . . .  ,, . . . .  7o"  < " ' i o "  
Replacement number, l( 
FIG. 3. Up-chains and down-chains. 
replacement the algorithm has done, x = 2, to the second replacement, etc. The 
ordinate y is the index of the rule which was used in a given replacement. Thus, if 
the first replacement used the 5th rule, the second one used the 10th rule, the pairs 
(1, 5) and (2, 10) appear in the diagram. We also define y(0) = 0. For obvious reasons 
the y ordinate of an element is also called the index of the element. 
The elements in these replacement-rule pairs (x, y) diagram are now partitioned 
into down-chains and up-chains. The position and the definitions of the chains are 
illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Consider the diagram as defining a discrete function and find the smallest x such that 
y(x) >~ y(x -  1) 
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and 
y(x) > y(x + 1). 
Let this x be denoted by x a and let the corresponding pair be (Xl, y(xi) ). The pair 
(x 1 + 1, y(x I + I)) is the first element of a down-chain. 
Let x 2 be the smallest x such that 
and 
X 2 ~ X 1 
y(xO <~ y(x# 
The down-chain contains all elements with x 1 < x < x~ and the pair (xl, y(xl) ) is 
called the peak of this down-chain. If  such an x 1 exists but no x~ exists we take all x 
such that x > x 1 as elements of that down-chain. The second down-chain is found by 
finding the first peak with x >~ x 2 and then the first pair with y larger than or equal to 
that peak, and so on. Adjacent pairs which are not part of down-chains form up-chains 
(see Fig. 3). 
Consider the number of comparisons, Cxl, effected for a down-chain which has 
K 1 pairs. 
Let i be the index of the rule whose application corresponds to the pair which forms 
the peak which starts the down-chain. After the i-th rule has been applied, the only 
markers which can be present are the two (I q- 1)-markers and the two/-th markers 
which are at most /max apart (Note that the (I + 1)-markers are always present; 
However, if the position of an /-marker coincides with the position of an (I + 1)- 
marker this marker is erased and is not present in the string). This is a direct result 
of the fact that the i-th rule is the highest indexed rule used so far, and of the fact that 
from the definition of the markers it follows that "outside" the two i-th markers there 
can only be markers with index higher than i. 
The next replacement uses the j-th rule, where j < i. The number of comparisons 
needed is largest if the j-th rule is applied at the rightmost position allowed by the 
i-th right marker (see Fig. 2); this is true for any rule which corresponds to an element 
of a down-chain. Notice also that from this fact it is clear that any replacement in a 
down-chain can move the i-th markers by at most /max-  ! symbols apart. 
In order to find a bound on the number of comparisons for a down-chain, let us 
number the down-chain pairs by 1, 2, 3,..., k,..., K 1 . Consider the input string and 
the markers after the k-th replacement and the number of comparisons A Ck+l needed 
for making the (k q- 1)-th replacement. 
Note the following: (a) Given any set of markers after the k-th replacement ACk+ 1 
is maximal if the (k + 1)-th replacement occurs at the rightmost position (last position 
in Fig. 2) allowed by the markers for the rule used in that (k + 1)-th replacement. 
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(b) Given a set of markers after the k-th replacement and assume that the (k q- 1)-th 
replacement takes place as in (a) above, ACk+I is maximal if the position of the cor- 
responding pairs of markers after the k-th replacement are as far apart as possible, 
i.e., after the k-th replacement the/-markers of the peak pair are at most (k q- 1)/max 
apart; the j-th markers which correspond to the previous pair are at most k/max 
apart. However, if in the down-chain there appears a pair corresponding to an index 
higher than j, then thesej-th markers are absent from the input string, etc. (c) Given 
a down-chain, after the k-th replacement the markers are as far apart as possible if all 
replacements have taken place at the rightmost position. 
Therefore, abound on A Ck+l can be calculated from the assumption that the marker 
positions after k replacements correspond to point (c) and that the (k q-1)-st 
replacement is done at the rightmost position. A bound on Cx1, the number of 
comparisons for the down-chain, is obtained by summing 
g 1 
c,q ~< Y. ~c,. 
1 
Figure 4 describes the position of the markers in the down-chain under the 
assumption that each replacement is done in a position where the number of com- 
parisons needed is the largest. Figure 4c describes the situation where after the j-th 
rule there is a replacement with the m-th rule, m < j; Fig. 4d describes the situation 
where after thej-th rule there is a replacement with the p-th rule, j < p < L 
The square blocks in Fig. 4 illustrate the number of comparisons needed to get 
FIG. 4. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
1_I 
(d) J v t  ~T777S///. B Z/A A 
/ 1 
i 
Down-chain markers and comparisons: 
Markers at the start of a down-chain. 
Markers after replacement by the j - th rule. 
Markers after replacement by the m-th rule, m < j. 
Markers after replacement by the p-th rule, j < p < i. 
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from a replacement to a replacement, say from the replacement which used the i-th 
rule to the one which used the j-th rule. The blocks' length corresponds to the string 
scanned by the rightmost character of each rule between one replacement and the 
next one. One part of each block is darkened and one part is left clear. The clear part 
corresponds to those substrings in the input string which the replacement affects. 
Thus, in Fig. 4c the clear part corresponds tothe string qm (the m-th rule is Pm -~ qm) 
introduced by the m-th rule. The height of the block at any point is the number of 
rules which scanned the corresponding character. 
It is obvious from the figure that during the down-chain the string corresponding 
to the dark part of Fig. 4b is never going to be scanned again by the (rightmost symbol 
of the)j-th rule or by rules of index smaller thanj. Therefore, summing the area of the 
dark blocks, we get that the dark blocks represent at most 
lmaxKl( i -  I) 
comparisons. The i -- 1 results of the fact that there are only i -  1 different rules 
which can be possibly applied in a down-chain which follows a peak whose index is i. 
The total number of comparisons done in the white parts is at most equal to that 
amount (note equality of sections A and B in Fig. 4). Thus, a bound on the number of 
comparisons for a down-chain with K 1 elements i given by 
C~ 1 ~ 2lmaxlK1. 
Let us now consider the up-chains. 
If scanning the text ends up with a replacement which belongs to a down-chain 
then each rule scans only between the markers of the down-chain peak element. 
In up-chains, however, the input string might be scanned from beginning to end. 
For an upper bound on the number of comparisons we need a bound on the length 
of the input string after K replacement. Such a bound is denoted by N and since at 
each replacement the length of the string can be increased by at most/max -- 1, the 
bound is given by 
N = n + (/max- I)K. 
The first element in an up-chain requires a special treatment. Let the index of that 
element be i. If this element corresponds tothe first replacement done by the algorithm, 
then 
C~rst ~ ni < Ni. 
If the first element appears after a down chain whose peak element has an index i~, 
then i ~ i, and the contribution of this replacement is treated as consisting of several 
parts: scanning with rules whose index is less than i , ,  scanning with the i, rule, and 
scanning with the rules whose index are higher than i . .  
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(a) For rules whose index is less than i~, one has to scan between the i~ markers. 
The contribution is equal to the one made if a replacement using the i~ -- 1 rule is 
made at the rightmost position allowed by the i~ markers. This contribution is taken 
into account by 
(a.1) Bounding the Cdown_claai n by I rather than by i~-  1. This is the 
contribution of scanning the darkened area of Fig. 4(d). 
(a.2) Adding 2lmax(i~- 1) for the area which is not darkened (Area A in 
Fig. 4(d)). 
(b) Rules with index higher than i~ scan from the end of the input string and 
their contribution is
( i -  i~)N. 
(c) The i~ rule has to scan from the left iu marker to the end of the string. 
Note that the peak element of a down-chain is always the last element in some up- 
chain; in the calculation of the contribution of the elements of up-chains this element 
is accounted for N comparisons rather than the number of comparisons done to the 
place where a replacement has actually been made. Thus we have to add only/max 
to account for the rescanning of the symbols which the peak element has replaced. 
Thus the contribution of the first element is bounded by 2/maxi~ + ( i -  i~,)N. 
Consider the second element in an up-chain. The first element leaves behind him 
two markers and since its index is the highest or equal to the highest rule index used 
so far these markers are the only markers around (except for the (I + 1)-markers) 
and they are at most/max apart. Let i and j be the indices of the rules of the first and 
second elements in the up-chain. The number of comparisons for the second element, 
AC2, is bounded by 
AC2 ~ 2lma,xi + (j -- i) N + N, 
where the first term is the number of comparisons which are done "inside" the i-th 
markers by rules with indices less than or equal to i; the i-th rule contributes the extra 
N, by scanning to the end of the string; and getting from i to j  contributes ( j -- i)N. 
If we consider now the contribution to the total numbers of comparisons the "extra" 
N was already taken into account by the calculation of the contribution of the first 
element. Thus, for the second element we have to add only 2lmaxi + ( j -  i)N. 
Similar bounds are obtained for other members in the up-chain. 
Consider Fig. 3 and note that elements of up-chains can be partitioned into two 
groups. The first group consists of all elements (x, y) such that y(x) > yl(xt) for all x 1 
which satisfies xl < x and where (xt, Yl) is a pair. Members of this group are called 
up-elements. All other elements of the up-chains belong to the second group and are 
called levelled-elements. Note that the first element in an up-chain can be either in the 
first or the second group. 
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The contribution of an up-element is bounded by 2lmaxI + ( j -  i)N where j
is the index of the element and i is the index of the previous up-element. The contri- 
bution of a levelled-element is at most 2lmaxI since scanning from the beginning of 
the string to its end is charged to the up-element with the same index. Now, it is clear 
from the construction that the up-chains can have at most I up-elements. Therefore, 
if the total number of elements in all up-chains is K 2 , 
Call up-chains ~ IN  + 2lmaxI +/s  
< In + 2lmaxlK~ + lmaxlK. 
Summing the results for all up-chains and all down-chains, we get 
C ~ In + 3lmaxlK. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Given are an input string and a grammar such that all rules of the 
grammar satisfy l(pi) >/l(qi). As in theorem I, we consider the algorithm at any instant 
of time at which it has just done a replacement. The total number of comparisons done up 
to that instant, C, is bounded by 
C ~ 2lmaxlK + In, 
where K, /max, I and n are defined as in theorem I.
This is a direct result of the fact that under the above conditions the length of the 
input string is not increased by the algorithm and N is equal to n. 
THEOREM II. Given a grammar and an input string s, if for all i the rules of the 
grammar satisfy 
l(p,) > l(q,), 
then the algorithm terminates and the computing time CT is bounded linearly by the length 
n of the input string: 
CT < nI + 2(/max -- 1)In. 
Proof. Termination of the algorithm is a straightforward esult from the length- 
decreasing condition imposed on the rules. Since each replacement reduces the 
number of symbols in s at least by one, there are at most n replacements and the 
algorithm terminates. 
The above equation is derived by setting K = n in Theorem I and by noting that 
if at each replacement the number of symbols is reduced at least by one, then after a 
replacement is made the distance between a corresponding pair of markers is at most 
/max -- 1, where before it was/max. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem I I I  extends the above results for some grammars whose rules satisfy 
l(p,) ? l(q~). 
Such rules are either length-decreasing or length-preserving. 
For the presentation of Theorem I I I  we associate a directed graph with the given 
grammar in the following way: 
We create a node of the graph for each length preserving rule and associate the index 
of the rule with the node. The node associated with the i-th rule is called the i-th 
node. We next introduce abranch from the i-th node to thej-th node if q~ has symbols 
in common with p~. 
THEOREM III .  I f  the rules of a grammar satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) l(p~) ~ l(q~)for all i, and 
(2) the graph associated with the rules for which l(p~) : l(q~) contains no loops, 
then the algorithm terminates for any input string and the computing time is linearly 
bounded by the initial length n of the string. 
Proof. Let us first prove that the algorithm terminates under the above conditions. 
Assume that a string s of length n is given and that the algorithm processes it and 
does not terminate. Consider the infinite sequence of the indices of the rules used by 
the algorithm while processing the string s. 
That sequence can contain only a finite number, tess than n, of indices of length- 
decreasing rules. 
Consider the infinite sequence starting from a member after which rules of the 
above type are not used. 
Consider now the length preserving rules and the corresponding graph. Those 
nodes in the graph which have no branches leaving from them are called terminal 
nodes. Once again the algorithm can use only a finite number of these rules since any 
q /put  in the string by one of these rules cannot be changed anymore. 
We consider now the sequence starting from a member which is further along so 
that the resulting sequence does not contain any rules corresponding to terminal 
nodes. We can now remove the terminal nodes from the graph, get new terminal 
nodes and proceed with the same reasoning. The result is that the infinite sequence 
is actually finite and that the algorithm terminates. 
The idea of the second part of the proof is as follows: Since the algorithm terminates, 
we have a bound on the computing time in terms of the number of replacements 
(Theorem I). The number of replacements of type l(pi) > l(qi) is at most n. It remains 
only to find a relation between the number of replacement of type l(p~) > l(q~) and 
the number of replacements of type l(pi) : l(qi). 
An upper bound on the number of replacements done by the length-preserving 
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rules can be established in the following way: Let the input string be of length n and 
consider each of its symbols to occupy one location. Each length-preserving 
replacement changes the content of such locations. Length-decreasing replacements 
can be viewed as leaving some of the locations empty. However, for a reason which 
will shortly become apparent we prefer to view the generation of the length-decreasing 
i-th rule as canceling the 1(p~) locations corresponding to p~ and creating l(q~)new 
locations corresponding to q~. 
From the condition imposed on the directed graph associated with the grammar 
it follows that each location can participate in at most p length-preserving replacements, 
where p is the length of the longest path [7] in the graph. In other words the content 
of a location can be changed by at most p times by nondecreasing rules. I f  a decreasing 
rule "touches" the location, the location is canceled and new locations are created. 
Since there can be at most n application of the length-decreasing rules, n is the 
initial length of the string, and at a length-decreasing replacement at most/max --  I 
new location can be created, it follows that the total number of different locations 
which exist at any time is at most n + n(/max --  1) or n/max. Thus, the number of 
replacements of the length-preserving rules is bounded by plmaxn and the total number 
of replacement is bounded by (p/max + l)n. 
Using the result of the corollary to Theorem I we get 
C ~ I.n + 21maxI(plmax + 1)n. Q.E.D. 
DISCUSSION 
The above result indicates that a parser based on the Markov algorithm might be 
reasonably fast, provided that the grammar rules of the language obey certain 
restrictions. An interesting question would be to relate the class of languages defined 
by these restrictions on the rules of the Markov algorithm with the usual classification 
of formal languages [6]. 
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